CHAPTER VI

THE CITY

The city, like the barrio, is a com;_)osite of many things . But unlike the barrio. it is also a collection of barrios. This chapter will not
be concerned with that city which is merely a collection of barrios, but
with that city which is more than a collection of barrios. At first sight,
this may seem confusing, but it is not . For example, it would be possible
to make a map of the city that consisted solely of maps of point imagery
of the barrios. But this would not be a map of the point imagery of the
city. Some details of the barrio images thc.t seem important to residents
of those barrios, would not necessarily seE!m important to residents of
other barrios. In fact, in the image of thE: city, nothing might appear in
some barrios . And this is true for every aspect of the barrios that we
have examined. Thus many barrio churches might not appear on the image of
the city, many barrio plazas

~ight

not appear , many local stores might

n~t

appear , and so on. What would be left would be things that were important
to everybody in town no matter from what barrio they hail . It is this city,
this transcer..d ent city that will concern us in this chapter.
Much of my research on this city image has already been published
(Wood, 1969a). Of this w9rk only the briefest summary will be made. Following this suru1ary, new work on this city will be presented . This work covers
two topics, t:he first being the role of tre municipal government in the:
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affairs of San Cristobal , while the second is the role and nature of the
city fiestas . The chapter will close with a general discussion of the
city image. Thus this chapter will be divided into four sections :
1) Summary of old work; 2) Municipal government ; 3) City fiestas ; and

4) General discussion .
Summary of Earlie.c Work
Thi s earlier work d epended exclusive ly on the results obtained
from Questionnaire I, from the sample of 176 students. Generally speaking
a large percentage of students responded t o those questions designed to
elicit point imagery, and four Lynchian images resulted including the
composite map. The three precomposite images were very clearly opportunity
surfaces , reveali ng a pride component , a quotidian component , and a recreational compone nt . The composite map indicated that for the town as a whcle
there existed a strong and highly legible image in the minds of the inhabitants. The pattern that emerged consi!:·ted of a cross-shaped quartet
of streets, 1:he east-west pair of which bisects the town and connects the
two dominating landmarks, Cerro San Cristobal and Cerro Guadalupe; the
north-south pair of which also bisects the town as well as connecting t he
two barriers of t he Pan American Highway and the Rio Amarillo. The

nort~ern

arm was furt:1er· laden with strong landmarks due to the special irnportan<:::e
of the very old and very beautiful Church of Santo Domingo. The intersection of

t~ese

four streets defines the principal node of the city, the

Zocalo, and simultaneous ly the center of the best defined district (Barrio
El Centro). Thi s same intersection contains seven of the fifteen landmarks
mapped , landmarks which define the center functionally and spatially . This
composite iwage is presented as Figure 6.1.
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Zocalo, Node
Cathedral , Landmark
Barrio El Centro. District
ETIC, Landmark
Santo Domingo, Landmark
Municipal Palace, Landmark
Las Casas Theater, Landmark
Things on the Zocalo, Landmarks
Del Carmen Arch and Church, Landmark
Blocks from the Zocalo to Santo Dominto, District
20th of November, Path
The swimming hole , Node
The Auditorium, Landmark
The Kisok on the zoca lo, Landmark
House of the late Frans Blom, Landmark
16th of September , Pa th
Major cross streets, Paths
The Library, Landmark
Guadalupe Church, Hill and Plaza, Landmark-Node
Cerro San Cristobal , Landmark-Node-Barrier
The Supermarket , Landmark
The Alameda Utrillo, Node
A Coffee House, Landmark
Figure 6.1

Composite Image of the City of San Cristobal
(n=l76).
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Other results from Questionnaire I that have been published include
those concerned with color, sound, smell and temporal imagery. This
imaqery was found to reinforce the general · image of the city

that_h~d

been derived using more conventional Lynchian methods. It seemed apparent
that the town of San Cristobal was legible, but as Figure 6.1 illustrates,
most of the city seemed to be without any imagery whatsoever. It will also
be noted that not a single item from Barrio Santa Lucia appears, and that
scarc e ly

anyt~ing

appears from San Antonio, San Diego, and Mexicanos, and

/

this despite the fact that 54% of the sampled population that provided
data from which this map was drawn consisted of students resident in those
barrios. This was striking . It occured to n1e to wonder, if landmarks and
such were vital to orientation and navigation, how people managed to move
about in those parts of the city devoid of imagery. To answer this question
I hypothesized that if the form of the barrio was legible,and that if the
form of the city replicated that of the barrio,an ability to navigate in
the barrio would be transferred to the

cit~r,

thus allowing navigation iP.

the city. Anc·. I had captured the city image, without its prior barrio
counterpart. What struck me about the form of the city was the fact that it
consisted of a central plaza connected with the Cathedral from which streets
led out of the city. This form was in fact replicated in the barrio.
Strikingly,

this form was also replicated in the formal characteristics of

the individual homes. Noting these formal characteristics, I began to notice
that a · varie1:y of other forms were replicated, and the idea that led to the
creation of Questionnaire II and this thesis was born.
So far in this thesis we have seen that the blank spaces noted i n
the city image, Figure 6.1, are, when examined explicitly and closely ,
filled with landmarks, paths and such. It may now be further noted that the
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point image o f t he city differs only slightly from the point images presented in Chapter IV for the barrios. The following portions of this chapter
will provide the basis on which to notice further similarities.
The Roll of the

Muni~ipal

Government

Within the current political struct.ure of Mexico, rather little
authority is d e l e gated to municipal governnents . For the most part, laws
are Federal laws, justice is Federal justice, and taxation is Federal
taxation. These issues are particularly tonchy in the Chiapas Highlands
where historically -the Indians have been dominated and exploited by the
ladino population residing in San Cristoba.l, particularly during that
period when San Cristobal \'las the state capital. Any attempt on the part
of the municipal authorites to abrogate further powers to themselves are
strongly resisted by surrounding communitias. Today the municipal government i n San Cristobal is essentially responsible for the supply and distribution of water , the collection and disposal of garbage, the collection·
and eliminatjon of sewerage, the cleaning of the streets, the supervisicn
of the market.s, and the maintenance of the zocalo, the Alameda and Fray
Bartolome PaJ:k. The city is very poor. According to one official its in-·
come for 196H was a mere 600,000 pesos, o:r 48,000 dollars. This consisted
in part of rebates from Federal and State taxes, but most of it was comprised of ma:.:ket fees and fines levied in the local courts.
On the other hand , State and Federal agencies provide auxi liary
f unds ,

.usually on a matching· basis, for nany f unctions, and hand le some

ent i rely. Street paving is a case in point. Currently, the entire town is
being paved or repaved, at the expense of quaint cobblestones and dirt .
Funds come from three sources: 34% is paid for by the homeowners facing
the street , 33% is paid for by the State, and 33% by the city. The
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provision of electricity, hospitals, health services , education and the
list is long, is

entirely in the hands of Federal agencies.

The city also supports to a large extent the city fiestas. Basically there are two of these , the Spring Fc::.ir and the celebration in honor
of San Cristobal. According to a member of the Chamber of Commerce, most
of the money the city spends on these fiestas goes toward the purchase of
fireworks. The Chamber proposed eliminatin9 these fireworks:"But," people
said,"If you took away the fireworks, nobo':ly could hear them and know
there was a fiesta and so nobody would com9." (Note the articulated a\·:areness of the importance of this piece of aural imagery.) I asked what the
Chamber proposed to do with this money. "Paint the houses, clean the
streets, make playgrounds for the children. We're poor. We need the money.
These fiestas! It's all because of the Indians and the Church. It's all
tradition. Look at this, celebrating the .E·iesta of San Cristobal! He' s r,ot
even a saint anymore, and still they mal<e the fireworks!" This last rem,:rk
is very true. Early in 1969, the Pope removed, along with Saint

Nichola~;

and others, !>aint Christopher from the Roman Catholic Calendar, thus de··
priving the oo:.own, three churches and all the taxi, truck and bus drivern
of their patron saints. At the high point of the subsequent fiesta, in
honor of Saint Christopher, the Bishop addressed the crowd and assured them
that Rome was very far away indeed, and that Saint Christopher would continue to provide the aid and succor that he already had for centuries. But
for a while the big local joke changed Sa:1 to Don producing Don Cristobal,
as euphonius perhaps, but a good deal less.· meaningful a name for the town.
The town's leaders, politically, socially, commercially, while
they all have their own ideas, their own heads, share in common a certain
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contemporary Mexican fervor run rampant among the upward-mobile bourgousie.
They like lots of education, sanitation, and modernization. They may be
Catholics, but they dislike what they call superstition, and superstition
includes the fervent celebration of every minor saint's day. Depending on
whether they style themselves communis·ts, socialists, fascists, nation-·
alists·, revolutionaries, they write different presriptions, but all to
cure the same ills. They all want industry, tourists, sanitation, neatness,
education, ad nauseum. They're against splnsh and show unless of the
monumental architectural variety, which they applaud vociferously. Their
tributes stand concrete-fast and include the new auditorium, the modern
schools

including ETIC, the new Plaza de los Arcos behind the Municipal

Palace, and the new market. And they

~ant

and are getting much, much more.

City Fiestas: Grea·t Glory
What bugs them most of all, perhapa, is the glorious keystone of
the arch that is San Cristobal, La Fiesta Patronal de San Cristobal Martir.
Its existence is agreed upon by 87% of my second sample, who located it
somewhere in the last week of July. The official date given out in the
guidebooks and in the Church calendar is July 25th, but as is the case
with all Mexican fiestas, this can be deceptive, for were you to arrive on
the 25th of July all the fiesta

you could partake of would be a quartet

of masses. This fie.s.ta has already been hopping for eight straight days .
Preparations for this fiesta begin early in June and the posters announcing
the fiesta go up early in July on every church door. Above the actual
program on these posters are introductory remarks, identifying Saint
Christopher as he who raised Christ onto his shoulders and into his soul
and life. Peace will come, the poster continues, when "individuals,
families, tmms and nations each and all come to know Christ and begin to
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live his sacred doctrine." Then an invitation is made to "all the Catholics of this city, this Valley of san Cristobal, and all the towns and
cities of the Diocese of San Cristobal las Casas .•. to take part in ·the
acts of worship organized with the valiant cooperation

of the Barrios of

this city, wh:.ch are listed below."
The first event announced in the poster is a "Solemne Novenario,"
a nine day cycle of early morning worship services, organized by the
barrios. On each of these nine days a different barrio or group of barrios
is to

assembl·~

paris? will

b·~

in the plaza of its parish. At 5 :00A.M. the bells of this
rung and fervent homage

will be rendered unto San Cristobal.

At 5:30 A.M. the assembled, accompanied by a brass band, will march from
their plaza t) the top of Cerro San Cristobal, where in the church dedicated to the patron saint, offerings of flowers, pine kindling, and money
will be made. These offerings will be made by people, not as individuals,
nor as city residents, but as members of a barrio. I don ' t know how clear
that statemer:.t is to you, but the substance is so important, that it is
worth rewording. The people that make

thes<~

early morning offerings are

not represent.ing their own or the town's ii1terest. They are there representing an association of people known as a barrio. At other points during
this fiesta, people will be representing their own or the town's interests;
but at this point, they are interested in securing the attention of Saint
Christopher as regards the past and future well-being of the barrio. At
6:00A.M., a Mass will be held, terminated by a procession from the

chu~ch

into the sun with the reliquies of San Cristobal owned Qy the church. This
mass is one of particular intention· as noted above, a mass for the well··
being of the barrio. At 5:30 in the afternoon devotions are made in the
Cathedral whtch is also dedicated to San Cristobal, and at 7:00 P.M. a
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Sacred Mass is celebrated there. These last two events are also arranged
by and are expressly for the barrio or barrios of the

~ay.

Then on the 20th of July comes the Day of the Kindling (Dia del
Ocote) on which day residents of San Cristobal as individuals will

mak~

their offering of kindling. In this instance they will be making on offering, not as

barrio representatives, but as town representatives. A note

on the poster emphasizes this distinction by pointing out that the barrie
offerings \·Jill have been made during the morning peregrination as specified
in the program for the Sol emne Novenario. The 20th is also the Day of
Chauffers (Dia del Cho fer ) and these men, as a group

of drivers of taxi£,

trucks, buses, and even private autos, invite all their companions in the
State ofchiapas and even outside it, to come and have their vehicles
blessed and to venerate the "Religuia de San Cristobal Martir, " Patron
Saint of all travelers. At 3: 00 P.M. the peregrination of all these
v e h icles from the place of assembly in the Zocalo to the top of Cerro Sall
Cristobal commences.
At noon on the 24th all householders in the city explode fireworks in front of their homes. The city becomes for ten or .so minutes one
gigantic firecracker and is completely covered with a pall of smoke. As is
still true to a certain extent in the surrounding Indian villages, this act
once was an attempt at re- establishing the pact between

man as a house-

holder and the omnipotent , in this case via the intercession of Saint
Christopher . The same evening at 8:00 P.M. in front of the church on the
hill, a fireworks display begins, includinq colored aerial bombs and
elaborate ground pieces. Thi s is

in charge of the " Pirotechnicos de

Barrio Santa Lucia. " By this date the church has been decorated inside and
out in colored lights by the "Secion IV de El ectricistas ." The hill is at
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this point filled with most of the town which is being entertained aurally
by seven or eight marimba and mariachi bands as well

a~

by bands of drunks .

On the 25th at 5:00 A.M. outside the Cathedral "alegres mananitas"
are performed. These are popular songs sung early in the morning to celebrate birthdays and saints• days. On this occasion they are organized by
Barrio Santa Lucia whose day in the Solemne Novenario it is. A prayer ma·;s
of particular intentions is held at 6:30 and the general mass at 7:30 A.H.
in the Cathedral. At 4:00 P.M. the grand revelation of the Reliquia de
San Cristobal takes place at the church on Cerro San Cristobal, at which
time one can kiss the reliquie.

At 7:00 P.M., back at the Cathedral an

awesome Solemn pontifical mass is celebrated. A note on the poster states
that "all barrios of the city ought to assist al this mass to thank God for
the benefits received during the year due to the intercession of San
Cristobal." (0nly it

app~ars

as San Ciudad,the city saint, in this note.

For barrio fiestas we often find the patron saint called san Barrio.) Ar.d
the fiesta is over.
But this long list of events not o:1ly doesn't indicate the extent
of the social functions of this fiesta, but lacks local detail. For

exar~le:

shortly after the poster goes up announcing the fiesta, up goes another
poster, describing in detail what is going to happen on the 19th and 201:h
under the auspices of the

chauffe~.

This is addressed specifically to

drivers, auto dealers, owners of private cars, owners of auto repair shops ,
their employees, and all others connected with transportation and in
addition all the Cycling Clubs of the Stat:e of Chiapas. Their program
includes the following: On the 19th at 11 :00 A.M. a caravan of autos
from Teopisca (a neighboring town) will enter the town and mass will be
held. At 12:00 noon a procession will appE!ar carrying floral decorations
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accompanied by the State Mariachi Band. At the same time, a statue of
Saint Christopher will be moved from the home of the President of Chauffeurs
to the church on the hill. All the town is invited to join in this ' solenm
procession. At 7:00 P.M. the chauffers will decorate the church on the
hill, accompanied by fireworks. At 8:00 a solemn matinal service will be
held in this church followed by a grand battle of the assembled musical
bands. At 4:0:) A.M. of the 20th the festival committee of the chauffeurs
will tour all the streets: .·of the city with musical bands. At 5:30 more
"alegres mananitas" will be sung on the Zocalo. At 6:30 a devout procession
wi l l leave the zocalo for the church on the hill. There at 7:30 the Bishop
of the Diocese of Tuxtla Gutierrez ( another neighboring city and current
state capital) will celbrate mass. At 3:00 in the afternoon, as we know,
the caravan of vehicles wi ll begin to

leav~

the zocalo for the hill of

San Cristobal. At 4:00 the Bishop of the Dj ocese of San Cristobal will
commence placing his benediction and holy

~1ater

on the engines of the

vehicles assembled. At 8:00 that evening all the bands together will play
the traditior.al

" Go~ondrinas"

and the sky Hill be illuminated with all the

brightness of multi-colored fireworks. During the entire day the chauffE:urs
will provide two bands on the hill to keep things lively, and the later
the statue of Saint Christopher will be returned to the home of the new
president of the chauffeurs.
Each year t h e detai l s of this fiesta vary slightly, and apparently
the entire f :Lesta is slowly becoming more aod more elaborate. For instance,
the Dia del Chafer is only twenty-six years old. Now tha Dia del Chafer is
practically speaking the highpoint of the fiesta. Merely retelling the
programs, however, gives but the

s~etchiest

of ideas of all that goes on,
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no matter how rich a fare is

presented in the programs . They, for instance,

don ' t tell one that all the pine kindling that has been collected

is used

the night of the 24th to make torches which are used to line the long flight
of stairs that mounts Cerro san Cristobal. As can , however, be seen, the
fiesta involve::; all the residents of the city as indiviuals, as members of
barrios, and
the

a~

residents of the city; it involves all those involved with

transporta ~ ion

industry in the valley and even in neighboring towns; it

involves certaLn professions, such as the electricians, the

chauffrur~

the

fireworks makers and the muscians; it involves the priesthood, all the
parisl").es, and two city churches; it involves the principal city node, the
Zocalo, and

th~

town's dominating

landmark , Cerro San Cristobal; it brings

together religion, profession, recreation, society,

indi~ally

and on

numerous higher hierarchic levels. It is a hell of an affair and of unstre ssibly great significance to life in this mountain town.
Nor is it the only city celebration. The Spring Fair, or Carnival,
closes off the streets of the city center and finds ferris wheels and
merry-go-rounds in the zoca l o. Christmas celebrations

involve the city en

all three - individual, barrio and city - levels from the 16th of December
until the 6th of January. This fiesta centers around the church of Santo
Domingo and ir-cludes nine days of posadas. These are held in various hou5es
along varying routes conunencing from a diff·erent barrio plaza daily . TheBe
peregrinatiom: conceptually replicate the trip of the Holy Family from
Nazareth to

B•~thlehem

asking for lodging along the way.

(The word posada

actually means "lodging" from whence "wayside inn" et cetera. It has come
to designate '' Christmas party from this replicative journey. The processioneers play the Holy Family and go from selected house to house seeking posada.
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They are invited into the home, festivities, pinatas, result, and then the
procession moves on to ask posada of the next home. A variation of this is
also practi ced in Puerto Rico, where it is known as paranda, and in ·many
other places.) The distinction must be made between fiestas of and for
the city. The fiestas of San Cristobal and the Spring Fair are for

the

city, while Christmas, Easter and the like are merely of it.
General Discussion
Most of the ways in which we've approached t h e barrio are also ways
in which we 've approached the city itself. In this section I propose to look
at

ea~h

of these ways of seeing in turn, comparing in each instance, the

barrio with the city. Our approaches have been dual, one coming from urbs
(point imagery, hidden imagery, color, sound and smell imagery) and one
coming from ch•itas (religious, social, poli1:ical and craft functions).
r..et·s take then in that order.
Urbs

a~~pects .

Most of the effort in both my earlier study of the

city and in this thesis have been expended i::1 describing the point imagery
of the environment. The point imagery elicited in both the city and the
barrio has similarities and differences. The similarities have to do with
form and spatial org.a nization and the differences have to do with something
else.Obviously the point images collected for the barrios are different
from the point images collected for the city. But how are they different?
Take the nodes, for exampl e. Five nodes show up in the image of the city.
But four of these nodes are associated with non-barrio institutions. The
main node is, of course, the zocalo. Another node is the Alameda, one of the
parks in the t·::>wn for which the city governrrent is responsible. A third
node

is the hill of San Cristobal, ·which as we have seen has the prima1y

function of being the site for the annual city celebration in honor of
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San Cristobal. A fourth node is El Cubito, a private park created by J.
Weber for the use of all the kids in the city. The fifth node is the
Guadalupe Plaza. This is clea:tly arc emphatically a barrio node, but J.t

l.S

an integral pact of one of the principal lar>dmarks in the city, Cerro
Guadalupe with its church. This point was discussed in the Prologue . Four
of the five nooes of the city image, then, relate far beyond any barrio to
the inhabitanb; of the city at large. A fifth is closely associated with a
landmark of general importance. Now look at the nodes in the barrio images.
They are for the most part of only barrio importance, particularly in those
barrios more d:_stant from the city center.
Take the paths that show up on the point imagery. There are five
of these on th•? city image, less than for any other barrio. But these five
paths reach from one side of the town to the other, and are also integral
parts of at le.}st seven barrios. Eight paths show up in the Merced image,
and all but two of these are internal to that barrio alone.

Take the lan•i-

marks. Fewer of these also show up on the city image than on any barrio i!nage.
But then there are far fewer landmarks of general city significance than
there are of more local significance. What are the landmarks on the city
image? The two hills at either end of the city, visible from everywhere, the
flashy new auditorium out on the Pan American Highway, two city parks, two
convent

church~s,

the Cathedral, the Municipal Palace, the city's sole

high school, the city's only movie theater at the time of investigation,
the town library, J. Weber's park, a coffee house on the zocalo, the town ' s
sole supermarket at the time of the investigation, and the home and

muse~m

of the · town 's most famous resident, the archeologist Frans Blom. Where are
the little stores? Where are the barrio churches?

~-lhere

are the hotels?

Where are the shops, the elementary schools, the flagpoles and fountains
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that we find on the barrio images? Gone, all gone. And what is left is
the city imagery. So much for the differences.
The similarities are striking. Flip back and take a glance at the
barrio poj nt imagery. Then look at the cortposi te city image. Except for
the

que~tion

of scale, there is astounding similarity. Theimage is domi-

nated by a central plaza with its adjacent church. Important streets run
away from this plaza. The center of the city is a district, just as the
center of the barrios has a district. The landmarks cluster around the
main plaza and along the main streets just as they do in the barrios. But
it is the general form that is most striking. Do you think that this would
be true in Boston? Do you think that the general form of Boston would
appear much like the general form of Back Bay? Or the North End? For confirmation take a look at Lynch 1 s images for Boston. Make up your own mir:d.
But mine is already made up. The form of the barrios is replicated in tte
form of the city.
What about the other aspects of the urbs approach? Does the city
image have the same types of hidden imagery? There were five completely
generic items uncovered and unmapped for the city. Remember what they WElre
for the barrio we looked at: trees, shops, flowers and the like. What are
they for the city: churches, museums, schc1ols , museums belonging to school
professors, and the countryside surrounding the city. These are hidden
images of the city, not barrio significance • . People don't speak of churches
in a barrio. They speak of the parish chu:cch and perhaps a nearby convent
church. Two at the most. But the city is

~illed

with churches. Thirty-

five of my 176 sample mentioned churches. That's a city phenomena .

Muse·-.~ms.

That·s another. san Cristobalenos are all proud of their museums, one of
which (that belonging to Frans Blom) is internationally known. And schools .
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Schools are a city phenomena, for while no barrio has more than one, the
city has many. This is a city level imagery, not barrib level. Try colors.
We have seen that each barrio has a highly identifiable color tone. How
about the city? All of the 126 students that answered this question described the city color as one of the following: colorful, painted in many
colors , of all colors, or lovely. Not one of those 126 students listed
one named color. Clearly they regard the city as colorful, but not

a

specific color. This is the city color image as opposed to the barrio
color image as opposed to the barrio color image which is of one

specifi~

color. Sounds. On Questionnaire I I asked them to compare the sound of

t~e

city to the sound of the barrios. The sounds of the barrios were of carpentry . milling, fiestas,

th~

telephone exchange, radios and so on end-

lessly. The sound isolates for the city were: music, noise, bells, fireworks, very nice, birds, traffic and so on. As was the case for the color
imagery, the

~ity

imagery in this case is 9eneral while that for the

sp~cific.

barrios is

I asked a similar question of the smells, city versud>

barrios. Where the barrio smells were of chicarones, mole, fried meat,
candy around the market and so on, the

ci~y

smell was of food. The smell

isolates for the city included: of flowers, clean, pleasant, of food, of
forests, of people, of damp earth, of bread. For the barrio they included:
the above mentioned fried meat, mole, chicarones, candy around the markE•t,
the market itself, gasoline, perfume,

garb~ge,

clothes washing, cloth

dying, fruit packing, eucalyptus trees. Once again the city image is
general, while the barrio image is more specific. This must generally be
the case,

si~ce

consciously

the city embraces the barrios. But that the

~nderstand

students

and can articulate· it is somewhat astounding and a

I
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tribute to their powers of observation and reporting .
The same is true when the city is approached from a civitas point
of view. This is obvious from all the foregoing but I shall recapitulate
succinctly. The ba r rio is a pseudopolitical unit dealing with issues on a
narrow, limited and local basis. The city is a political unit dealing with
many issues more broadly and embracing all the barrios. The barrio is
congruent with the parish and has a parish church. These are all subsumed in the city diocese and are all under the sway of the city Cathedral.
Due to the lack of parish priests, this arrangement is somewhat

wrinkl~d,

but 9till intact. This setup is further reflected by the fact that each
barrio has a barrio fiesta in celebration of its patron, while the city
has another f"iesta in honor of its patron. At this city fiesta, citizens
must participate as both barrio residents and city residents and these forms
of participat:ion are distinct. These fiestas also reflect the social hierarchy in that: they are mor-e than simple religious celebrations. The ban·io
is a social unit based quintessentially on questions of propinquity, whE!reas the city is a

so~ial

unit in which propinquity plays a smaller role. This

social aspect is reinforced by a barrio distinctive craft orientation which
the city likewise s ubsumes . Furthermore there are certain city

industri1~s

which cross barrio lines. One of these is a textile factory recently located
just outside the city limits.
I don·t think much more discussion in necessary at this point.
Clearly the barrio is a unit with certain f.unctions and characteristics.
Just as clearly the city is a unit with similar functions and
tics but on a larger more embracing scale. Were we dealing

characteris-

with the State

of Chiapas, it would be just as clearly seen that the general characteristics
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~e.g.

spatial, color, aural, olfactory,industrial, social and so on) of

the city were Epecific on a state scale and that the state would become
the general level. Likewise the state would become more specific on the
national level and the nation on an
investigation must always be more

int~rt.ational

generali~ed

level. The universe of

than its lower component

levels. It would seem from our discussion that the color of San Cristobal
was

undistinctive, but compared with a city like Merida in the Yucatan,

the

color of San Cristobal would take on specificity, for Merida is re-

knowned as "the White City" which san Cristobal just isn't. Likewise the
particular commercial and craft orientation of San Cristobal would becorr.e
specific if compared with the neighboring town of Tuxtla . I mention all
this obvious stuff to show that the generality of many city attributes
disappears on a yet higher scale, just as the specificity of a given
barrio only appears when examined in a city context. In the next chapte1·
we will focu:; on the home, which taken as .the

universe of our discoursE·

would appear general compared with the constituent rooms, but which takE·n
as it will b•?, in a barrio context, will be completely specific.

